
 

 

 

  

Abstract— We propose an Automatic Gene Ontology (AGO) 

software as a flexible, open-source Matlab software tool that 

allows the user to easily compare the results of the bicluster and 

cluster methods. This software provides several methods to 

differentiate and compare the results of candidate algorithms. 

The results reveal that bicluster/cluster algorithms could be 

considered as integrated modules to recover the interesting 

patterns in the microarray datasets. The further application of 

AGO could to solve the dimensionality reduction of the gene 

regulatory networks. 

Availability: AGO and help file is available at 
 http://home.k-space.org/FADL/Downloads/AGO_prgram.zip 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the main research areas of bioinformatics is 

functional genomics, which focuses on the interactions and 

functions of each gene and its products (mRNA and protein) 

through the whole genome (the entire genetic sequences 

encoded in the DNA and responsible for the hereditary 

information). In order to identify the functions of certain 

gene, one should be able to capture the gene expressions that 

describe how the genetic information is converted to a 

functional gene product through the transcription and 

translation processes. Functional genomics uses microarray 

technology to measure the genes expression levels under 

certain conditions and environmental limitations. In the last 

few years, microarray technology has become a central tool 

in biological
 
research. Consequently, its corresponding data 

analysis methods have become among the most important 

research disciplines in bioinformatics. The analysis of 

microarrays data poses a large number of exploratory 

statistical aspects including clustering and biclustering 

algorithms, which help identify similar patterns in gene 

expression data and group genes and conditions into subsets 

that share biological significance. Recent understanding of 

cellular processes lead to the expectation of certain subsets 

of genes to be co-regulated and co-expressed under certain 

experimental conditions, and to behave almost independently 

under other conditions [1]. A bicluster
 
is defined as a subset 

of genes that exhibit compatible expression
 
patterns over a 

subset not all the conditions [2].  

 There are many biclustering algorithms, which differ in 
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their approaches, computational complexity and prediction 

ability [3]. Examples of such methods include Bimax [1,2], 

OPSM [4], SAMBA [5], MSBE [6], BBC [7], CC [8], 

Bivisu [9] and ISA [10, 11], which are the most common 

bicluster Algorithms. BicAT [1] is a common biclustering 

analysis toolbox in which most of the above algorithms were 

implemented. BicAT were used in [2] to compare between 

different
 
biclustering/clustering methods. A synthetic dataset 

was used to study the effects of noise and the regulatory
 

complexity on the performance of
 
the biclustering methods. 

Researchers are mostly interested in how different 

biclustering methods output for real datasets. Using real 

dataset. many studies [2,6,12] attempt to used Gene 

Ontology (GO) to investigate whether a set of
 

genes 

discovered by bi-clustering/clustering methods presents 

significant
 

enrichment with respect to a specific GO 

annotation provided
 

by Gene Ontology Consortium[13]. 

BINGO [14], FUNCAT [15], GeneMerge [16] and 

FuncAssociate [17] are the most popular tools that analyze 

GO term
 
enrichment in a given gene set. A comprehensive 

list can
 
be found in [14]. The limitation of these programs is 

that the user is required to manually input every 

bicluster/cluster then use a word processing program to 

extract the interesting patterns, which is both time consuming 

and hard to do for the user. In this work, we propose a 

software package that provides a wide range of comparisons 

between the bicluster/cluster algorithm, resulting in a simpler 

and faster utility and allowing such comparisons to be 

readily accessible to many more users.    

II. METHODOLOGY  

A. AGO Implementation 

AGO has been developed under Matlab 7.2. It runs
 
on a 

PC with P4
 
1.8GHz CPU and 2 G Bytes of memory. The 

software inputs are the bicluster/cluster results as shown in 

Fig. 1. BicAT toolbox [1] was used to get the 

bicluster/cluster results of the OPSM, CC, ISA and K-means 

whereas Bivisu Matlab program [9] was used to get Bivisu 

bicluster results.   
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 In the preprocessing step AGO creates a file for each 

biclusters/clusters that contains the Open Read Frame (ORF) 

within each bicluster/cluster. Then these files are entered to 

the GeneMerge Perl program [16], which estimates the Gene 

Ontology term for each bicluster/cluster. GeneMerge 

provides a
 
statistical test for assessing the enrichment of each 

GO term
 
in the sample test. The basic question answered by 

this test
 
is as described by [14] as “when sampling X genes 

(test set) out of N genes
 
(reference set, either a graph or an 

annotation), what is the
 
probability that x or more of these 

genes belong to a functional
 
category C shared by n of the N 

genes in the reference set?” The hyper-geometric test, in 

which sampling occurs without replacement,
 
answers this 

question in the form of p-value. Its counterpart
 

with 

replacement, the binomial test, which provides only an 

approximate
 
p-value, but requires less calculation time.". 

Finally, the postprocessing step involves asking the user to   

choose the suitable comparison methods of preference to be 

used. 

 

 

 
 

As the number of generated biclusters varies strongly 

among
 
the considered methods, a filtration procedure similar 

to [2,6,12] is used and the algorithm output is used to 

provide a common baseline for comparison. We filtered out 

the bi-clusters/clusters
 
with over 25% overlapped elements 

and output the largest 100
 
biclusters as shown in Table I.   

B. Bicluster/Cluster Algorithms selections 

Four biclustering algorithms are considered in this study 

according to their prediction strength, their promising 

results, to what they extend in the community and the 

feedback from their authors to explain some ambiguous 

issues. Also traditional clustering techniques such as K-

means are included to compare with the bi-clustering 

methods. 

C. Parameter selection 

We used the default parameters as authors recommend in 

their publications as listed in Table I.  

D. Data set selections 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae is a widely used model 

organism in science. Also, it is a one of the most studied 

(along with E. coli). S. cerevisiae has obtained this important 

position because of its established use in industry (e.g. beer, 

bread and wine fermentation, ethanol production). 

Additionally, yeasts are comparatively similar in structure to 

human cells and both are eukaryotic creatures as well, not 

prokaryotes (bacteria and archaea). Furthermore, Many 

important proteins in the human body were first discovered 

by studying their Homology in yeast; these proteins include 

cell cycle proteins, signaling proteins, and protein-processing 

enzymes. Finally, the petite mutation in S. cerevisiae is 

considered as one of most particular interest in molecular  

biology[18]. Table II exhibits the most common yeast time 

series data sets that have been studied. 

 
TABLE II 

Analysis of the common time series Yeast data sets 

 
aGene profiling experiments have genes that exhibit little variation in 

the profile and are generally out of interest in the experiment . These genes 

are commonly removed from the data.So, genes with small profile less than 

the 10th percentile are removed. 
bGene expression profile experiments have data where the absolute 

values are very low. The quality of this type of data is often bad due to large 

quantization errors or simply poor spot hybridization. So,gene profiles with 

low absolute values less than log2(4) are removed. 
cRemove genes with low entropy expression values less than the 15th 

percentile 

 

The analysis done in this paper is performed on the gene
 

expression data of S. cerevisiae provided by Gasch [19] 

which contains 2993 genes and 173 conditions because of 

the variety of experimental conditions and the low 

percentage of genes with small variance, see table II.
  

 

III. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

Table III demonstrates the statistical parameters of the 

biclustering/clustering results after filtration. They differ in 

the number of bicluster/cluster outputs, the number of genes 

and conditions within each bicluster/cluster. 

Comparing biclusters results is not straightforward task 

because each method searches for biclusters/clusters with 

different structure and mechanism. Consequently, the 

number of produced biclusters/clusters differs from each 

method to another.  

AGO provides different reasonable methods for 

comparison. For instance, we can compare the percentage of 
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Data Size 

% Missing    

value 

% 

genes 

with 

small 

variance
a 

%  

genes  with 

low 

Absolute 

expression 

valuesb 

% genes whose 

profiles have 

low entropyc 

[20] 2467 x 79 1.93 78 69.3 15 

[19] 2993 x 173 3 9.9 33.4 15 

[21] 2884 x 17 5.8 10 0.1734 15 

  

 

TABLE I 

Parameter settings for different bi-cluster/cluster methods and post-

filtration. The definition of these  parameters  are  defined in their original 

publications ([10],[8],[4],[12]). 

Bi/clustering 

Algorithm 

Parameter settings 

ISA tg = 2.0, tc = 2.0, seeds = 500 

CC δ = 0.5, α = 1.2, M = 100 

OPSM l = 100 

BiVisu Ε = 60, Nr = 10, Nc = 5, Po = 25 

K-means K=100 

PostFiltartion Maximum overlapped allowed=25% 

Maximum number of 

biclusters/clusters=100 

Min # of Rows =10 

Min # of Columns=5  
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overrepresented biclusters/clusters in one or more GO 

annotation. A bicluster/cluster is said to be overrepresented 

in a functional category if it gives a small p-value [12]. 

 Fig. 2 shows the proportion of bi-clusters/clusters for 

each method in which one or several GO categories are 

overrepresented at different levels of significance. By 

comparing Fig. 2 and the Fig. 3 in [2], we found that the 

percentages of enriched biclusters for the matched 

algorithms are almost the same. This does validate the results 

of the proposed comparative tool. Investigating both figures, 

we observed that OPSM algorithm gave a high portion of 

functionally enriched biclusters at all significance levels 

(from 85% to 100%) ; this is mainly because it has a few 

number of biclustering results(Table III). Next to OPSM, 

ISA  shows relatively high portions of enriched biclusters. 

 Based on the output from many simulations, we found that 

most functionally
 
enriched biclusters had low number of 

annotated genes. AGO gives the user the option to filter the 

enriched biclusters/clusters. For instance, in Fig. 3 we report 

the percentage of enriched biclusters/clusters after neglecting 

the biclusters/clusters which have less than ten genes in each 

GO category or have study fraction less than 50% (In 

GeneMerge program at GO:0008150, if the study fraction = 

(6/12)  that means over the twelve test cluster genes  there 

are six genes which share the same function in category 

GO:0008150). 

 

 
TABLE III 

STATISTICAL COMPARISON OF BICLUSTERS/CLUSTERS IDENTIFIED IN THE 

YEAST CELL-CYCLE DATASET USING VARIOUS ALGORITHMS 

a The size of a bicluster is determined by its number of values, i.e. product 

of numbers of rows and columns 

 

 

 Fig. 3 shows that OPSM and ISA have highly enriched 

biclusters/clusters that have large number of genes per each 

GO category. On the other hand, Bivisu biclusters are 

strongly affected by this filtration and they contain a lower 

number of genes per each category.  

AGO also has an option to make the user to compare 

extract the interesting patterns. Genes whose transcription is 

responsive to a variety of stresses
 
have been implicated in a 

general yeast response to stress.  Other gene expression
 

responses appear to be specific to particular environmental 

conditions[19].  

The conditions applied in Gasch experiments varied from 

temperature shocks, hydrogen peroxide, the peroxide-

generating drug menadione, the sulfhydryl-oxidizing agent 

diamide, the disulfide-reducing agent dithiothreitol, hyper- 

and hypo-osmotic shock, amino acid starvation, nitrogen 

source depletion, and progression into stationary phase. For 

more details see the supplementary material. In Table IV  

AGO was used to summarize the difference between the 

biclusters/clusters contents based on the conditions of Gasch 

experiments [19]. The GO term definitions were been 

summarized in the supplementary material. Although OPSM 

show high percentage level of enriched biclusters (as shown 

in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3), its biclusters do not contain any genes 

within any GO category response to Gasch experiments 

(Table IV). The explanation of this behavior is still under 

investigation. Although the low number of ISA biclusters (9 

biclusters), it’s biclusters show large number of enriched GO 

category for instance, one of the ISA biclusters contains 11 

genes which are sharing  the GO:0006979 which is defined 

as the response to oxidative stress (the change in state or 

activity of a cell or an organism in terms of movement, 

secretion, enzyme production, gene expression, etc. as a 

result of oxidative stress, a state often resulting from 

exposure to high levels of reactive oxygen species, e.g. 

superoxide anions, hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), and hydroxyl 

radicals [22], which are the same applied conditions on 

Gasch experiments. 

 
  

Bicluster/Cluster Sizesa Algorithm No of 

Bi/clusters         Min                          Max 

ISA 9 50  x  35 155 x 37 

CC 69 11 x  5 2259 x 134 

OPSM 2 11 x 15 575 x  6 

BiVisu 100 27 x 142 99 x 52 

K-means 100 20  x 173 50 x 173 

Fig. 2. Percentage of significantly enriched biclusters/clusters  by  

GO Biological Process category (S. cerevisiae) for the five selected 

biclustering methods and Kmeans at different significance levels p. 

 
Fig. 3 Percentage of significantly enriched biclusters by GO 

Biological Process category by setting the  allowed  minimum 

number of genes per each GO category to 10 and the study fraction to 

large than 50%. 
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 The K-means cluster results distinguished a unique GO 

category which is GO:0000304  (response to singlet 

oxygen), while Bivisu shows a unique GO:0042542 

(response to hydrogen peroxide) and CC GO:0042149 

(cellular response to glucose starvation). This indicates that 

each Algorithm has its unique predictability of extraction. 
The powerful usage of these bi/cluster algorithms is 

significantly appeared  in GO:0006995 (cellular response to 

nitrogen starvation) where these algorithms were able to 

discover 4 out of 5 annotated genes without any prior 

biological information or on desk experiments. 

 
TABLE IV 

Gene Ontology category per number of annotated genes of the 

Bicluster/cluster algorithm results for the experimental condition on Gasch 

Experiments[21]. 

 

 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 We proposed AGO as an open-source software that runs 

under Matlab. It has the advantage of being easily extended 

or modified. AGO users
 
can view and alter the algorithms, as 

well as add or substitute modules
 
for those who want to make 

their own comparison strategy. The comparison 

methodology used in this study confirms that the bicluster 

and cluster algorithms can be considered as integrated 

techniques. It was not possible to find one particular 

algorithm that can extract all the interesting patterns. That is, 

what algorithm A succeeds to recover in certain data sets, 

algorithm B may fail, and vice verse. An attempt will be 

made to embed AGO in the BicAT which will be quit helpful 

for researchers who are looking for predetermined patterns. 

The extended work could be achieved by using the highly 

enriched bicluster/clusters to solve the dimensionality 

reduction problems of the Gene Regulatory Network. 
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The GO Term definitions were been summarized at the supplementary file. 
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